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ABSTRACT 
We give a simple proof of the theorem of Schneider and Turner characterizing 
the set of hermitian operators on a finite-dimensional complex space with an absolute 
norm, and prove an extension of the result to absolute direct sums. 
Let X be a complex normed space, T a bounded linear operator on X. 
The numerical range V(T) is defined as {f(Tx):fEX*, XEX, f(x)=Ilfll= 
11 xl/ = l}. An operator T is hermitian if V(T) c R, in which case its norm and 
spectral radius are equal and its spectrum is real; this is equivalent to the 
condition that Ilexp(itT)Il = 1 for all real t. See Bonsall and Duncan [2, 31. 
An absolute norm on a space with basis ( ei) is one in which I]E ojei I/ = 
]]2(cuilei]] for all (cx~)c@. Such a norm is also monotone, i.e., if (CXJ < (@ for 
all j, then i]ELyiej]l < ]]C /$e,/]. See Bauer, Stoer, and Witzgall [l]. 
Our first aim is to give a simple proof of a theorem of Schneider and 
Turner. In the proof we make use of the following simple lemma (see 
Schneider and Turner [S] and Tam [6]). 
LEMMA. 
(1) Zf H is a hermitian operator on a rwrmed space and U is any 
isomety, then U-‘HU is also hermitian. 
(2) If H is hermitian on any absolutely rwrmed space, and P is the 
projection onto the closed subspace spanned by a subset of the basis, then 
PHP is hermitian as an operator on the subs-pace ImP. 
Proof. (I) If f(~)=llfll=ll~ll=L then g(y)=llgll=ll yIl=l, where 
g=f,U-’ and y= Ux. Hence g(Hy)=f(U-‘HUx)ER. 
(2) If xEImP and f(x)=llf\j=j\x\\=l, then (foP)(F'x)=l, so ]]f,,P((= 
]I Pxl I = 1, and the result follows. n 
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THEOREM 1 (Schneider and Turner [5]). Given an absolute 7u~m on @” 
standardized so that 11 eill = 1 for all i, let - denote the equivalence relation 
given by j-k if jlxll=l] yII whenever 1~i12+)~~~2=Iyi12+Iyk12 and x,=y, 
for m#i, k. Then an operator is hermitiun if and only if its matrix (a+) 
satisfies a+ = 0 whenever j+ k and aik = cti for all i, k. 
Proof. Note that a norm is absolute if and only if every real diagonal 
matrix is hermitian; moreover, if H is hermitian, then, by part 2 of the 
lemma, for P a rank-l projection, H has real diagonal elements. 
We prove first that all matrices with the given property are hermitian. If 
i, k are two fixed indices with i-k, j#k, then U(y) is an isometry if y E R 
and Uii = U,, = cos y, Uik = sin y, Uki = - siny, U,,,,,, = 1 for m#j, k and all 
other elements are zero. But U(y) =exp(iyT), where T., = - i, Tk = i, T_, =0 
otherwise, so T is hermitian. Let W( i, cx) denote the isometry 
diag(1,. . . , La, 1,. . . , l), where (Y occurs in the jth place and ]a] = 1. Con- 
jugating T by W( j,a) f or any such LY, we see that, by part 1 of the lemma, S 
is hermitian, where Sik = Ski = - ia and Smp =0 otherwise. By taking real 
linear combinations of such elementary matrices, together with real diagonal 
matrices, we see that any matrix satisfying the condition is hermitian. 
Conversely, given M hermitian, and indices i, k with Mik#O, we need 
only prove that M& = i& and i- k. We may assume 
result of conjugating a partitioned hermitian matrix 
The resulting matrix 
by addition and subtraction, so are ( $ 
these operations on M with a succession of suitable pa%tiozs of { 1,. . . ,n}, 
we can arrive at a hermitian matrix N such that A& = M,,,r, if {m, p} = { j, k} 
or m = p, and Nmp =0 otherwise. By subtracting from N the hermitian matrix 
whose only nonzero entries are the diagonal elements of M, we see that A is 
hermitian, where Ai, = Mik, Aq = Mki, and all other elements vanish. Now 
Sp(A) c R and Sp(A) # { 0} as A #O; hence MikMki > 0. The result of con- 
jugating A by the isometry W( i,a) defined above is a hermitian matrix B 
with only nonzero entries Bik = ZMik, Bki = aMki. Putting (Y = 
iMjk/lMikl gives Bik= -ilM& and Bki=id21Mjkl, where d2=Mki/i&>0. 
Thus C= B/I Mikl is hermitian. 
Now exp(iyC) is an isometry, for real y, and this equals V(y) where 
vii= V,=cosdy, yk=(sindy)/d, Vki= -dsindy, V,,=l (m#j,k), VT=0 
otherwise. Putting y = r/2d, the standardization of the norm implies that 
d 2 = 1, and it is now clear that i-k. This completes the proof. H 
REMARK. Given any equivalence relation on { 1,. . . , n}, an absolute 
norm on C” can be specified producing the given relation under -, for 
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example, an I, direct sum of Euclidean spaces. A description of the set of 
hermitians when the basis is not standardized is of course immediate. 
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Note. The referee has observed that there is in existence another 
independent and unpublished short proof of Theorem 1. Instead of using the 
lemma, it employs the result that if M and H are hermitian, then so is 
i(MH- HM) (see [2]). Th e reduction from M to A in the proof above, if, say, 
M,, # 0, is achieved by performing this operation twice, using firstly H = 
diag(I, 0,. . . ) and then H = diag(O, l,O, . . . ). The proof may be completed 
using the same operation. Another completely different proof was given by 
Vidav [7]. 
COROLLARY 1. Given a hermitian operator H on @“, normed with an 
absolute norm, there is a basis in which the norm is absolute and the matrix 
of the operator is diagonal. 
Proof. After standardization and reordering of the basis we may 
suppose H= H,@. . . @I H,, the Hi self-adjoint square matrices acting on the 
jth equivalence class under -. Clearly a direct sum U= U, G3 . * * Cl3 U, of 
unitary matrices can now be chosen such that U - ‘HU is diagonal: by the 
definition of -, the norm is absolute with respect to the basis ( Uek). n 
COROLLARY 2. Given any norm on @‘, the set of hermitian matrices is 
one of the following sets: 
(i) all real multiples of the identity, 
(ii) {M _ ‘DM : D real diagonal} for some nonsingular M, 
(iii) {M - ‘AM: A self-adjoint} for some nonsingukzr M. 
Conversely, given a set of this form, there is a norm for which these are the 
hermi tians . 
Proof As mentioned earlier, a hermitian operator has real spectrum; if a 
2-by-2 matrix has the non-diagonal Jordan form 
then { exp( it]) : t E R} is not a group of isometries, since (exp( itJ)),, = 
itexp(ita) is unbounded on IR. Hence 2-by-2 hermitian matrices are always 
diagonalizable and have real eigenvalues. (A similar argument shows that this 
is true in all finite-dimensional spaces.) If case (i) fails to hold, there are two 
linearly independent real diagonal hermitian matrices with respect to some 
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basis: hence all real diagonal matrices are hermitian and the norm is 
absolute. The result now follows from the Schneider-Turner theorem, the 
two cases (ii) and (iii) corresponding to the two possible equivalence relations 
on { 1,2}. The converse is clear, given that there clearly do exist norms for 
which the only hermitians are the real multiples of the identity. n 
Our final result concerns the extension of Theorem 1 to absolute direct 
sums. Let X be @” with an absolute norm and let Xi,. . .,X, be Banach 
spaces. The absolute direct sum (Xi El3 * * . @X,)x is the space of n-tuples 
r = (Xi,. . * > x,), with X,EX{ (i=l,..., n) and with norm ]]x]] equal 
,...,II~nll)llx. See La ncaster and Farahat [4]. An operator A on 
. . . 03 XJ, is naturally given by an n-by-n matrix ( aif), where uii maps 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the basis of X is standardized, and let - 
denote the equivalence relation on X = @” defined above. Then A = (a+) is 
hermitian m Y = (X, G3. . . CB X,,)x if and only if 
(i) uji is hermitian on Xi fm each j, 
(ii) uik = 0 whenever i+k, 
(iii) if jfk and j-k, then is hermitian on the 1, direct sum 
Xi@X,. 
Proof. If 1-2 and (iii) is satisfied for { i, k} = { 1,2}, then it is clear that 
c= 
i 
0 aI2 
a21 0 
0 
is hermitian, since, if 
D= 
then exp(itD) is an isometry on Xi @X2 and hence exp(itC) is an isometry on 
Y. Clearly ]]exp(itdiag(a,,,..., a,,))]] < 1 if and only if, for each i, Ilexp(ifaii)ll 
< 1, and so the sufficiency of the conditions follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
For the necessity, given A with ui2 # 0, we deduce that the operator C 
above is hermitian by modifying the corresponding part of the proof of 
Theorem 1. If we show that 1-2, then (iii) above follows using the 
exponential map again, and the proof is then complete. 
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As a,,#O, we may select xjE$, fi~Xy, with IIxj((=((fil(=fi(xi)=l 
(j=l,..., n) and fs(a,,x,)#O. We wish to show that the centrally symmetric 
compact convex set Q = Q( ra, . . . , r,,) = { (ri, rs) E [w2 : 1 I(rr+ . . . , r,& 11 < l} is a 
disc for all ra,. . . ,r, in C. As 
we may assume that Q#{O} and that II(O,O,r,x,,...,r,x,)ll <l. 
Given (rl,rz) with Ij(rrxr ,..., r,x,)ll =l, there exist s1 ,..., s, such that 
crjS/=II(&..., s&)11 = 1 and risiE Iw for each i. Let a=f2(a,,x,) and 
b =fi(uzlx2). Since C is hermitian, rls2u + r2slb E 88 and (replacing rr by ir,, 
s1 by - is,) ir,s,u - ir2s,b E R. Hence rlsZu = r,s,b. 
Restricting to the case that rl,. . . ,r,,,sI,. . . ,.s,, are real, we identify Iw2 with 
(~%~x,P,,.*., x,). Clearly Q is then a closed neighborhood of (O,O), and so 
rls2 does not vanish for some choice of (rr,ra) and corresponding (sr,. . . ,s,). 
So b = qa for some 9 > 0. Now if xsr + Ys2 = d is a support line to Q at (rl,r2), 
it is clear that r1s2= 9r2sl, and this implies that 8Q is an ellipse x2 + 9y2 = m 
for some m>O, so that 
dY 
! 1 
Sl I.1 - -_-_-- 
dx (T,,Q) = s2 qrz ’ 
9 is independent of ra,. .., r,, so, as in the special case r3=*** =r,=O, we 
have 9 = 1. Hence Q is a disc and the result follows. n 
Note. Condition (iii) is equivalent to 
(iii)’ If j#k, j-k, and Xi E Xj, fi E XT, x, E X,, fk E x;, and j$j) = f&k) 
=lI~II=IIfkI(=I(xjll=IIxkll=l) thenfk(ujkx~)=fi(ukjXk)’ 
In the special case that 3 and Xk are Hilbert spaces, it is equivalent to the 
condition aik = o& 
I would like to express my thanks to Dr. B. Bollobh fm his help and 
encouragement during the preparation of this paper. 
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